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1. Introduction
✦Objective: modeling of Lithium ion Cell in OpenFOAM®

‣Due to large energy content, Lithium ion cells are used in many products
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‣Heat management is very important for safety issues
under abused conditions, thermal run-away takes place

‣3D / macro-scale inhomogeneity of utilization (charge or discharge rate)
       only small inhomogeneity, but significant effect on degradation after
       long cycle of charge and discharge 

OpenFOAM® is attractive platform 
(model development, parallel large-scale simulations, etc...)
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1. Introduction
✦Modeling approach for Lithium-ion batteries 
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● Last year: Battery level simulation

・current and heat distributions only

* electrochemical properties are given as external data (C-V curve)

● This year: Cell level simulation

・current and heat distributions with electrochemical processes

・suitable for macro-scale thermal simulation (low cost)

・however, external data must by provided

・discharge behavior can be estimated

* ”Newmanʼs model”: T.F. Fuller et.al. (1994) and W.B.Gu et.al. (1998) 

・currently, our implementation requires high computational cost

・3D commercial-size cell simulation is still not so common
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2. Modeling of Electrodes in Li-ion cell
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LixC6

‣Anode / cathode electrodes are porous structure of particles, immersed in liquid electrolyte

‣At electrodes, chemical reactions take place on particle-electrolyte interface:
Anode: LixC6 → Li0C6 + xLi+ + xe− Cathode: Liy−xMn2O4 + xLi

+
+ xe

− → LiyMn2O4

✦Structure of a single cell layer

single cell 
layer

rs ∼ O(1− 10)µm

External devices (motors, etc)

Anode
∼ 0V ∼ 4V

Cathode

anode 
Electrode separator cathode 

Electrode

O(102)µm O(102)µm O(102)µm

Li+ e- e-

current
(discharge)

anode current 
collector (Cu metal)

anode active solid particle
(              )

cathode current 
collector (Al metal)

cathode active 
solid particle
(                       )LiyMn2O4

liquid electrolyte + porous matrix

electrolyte + porous matrix
+ conductive filler
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2. Modeling of Electrodes in Li-ion cell
✦Electrochemical processes in electrodes

reaction current
jLi[A/m3]

solid state potential
Li concentration at solid surface

φs[V]

φs[V]
cs[kmol/m3]

electrolyte potential

Li concentration in electrolyte

φe[V]
ce[kmol/m3]

jLi[A/m3]

jLi = asio

�
exp

�
αaF

RT
η

�
− exp

�
−αsF

RT
η

��

η = φs − φe − U(cse)

io = k(Ce)αa(cs,max − cse)αa(cse)αs

‣reaction current      depends on    ,    ,      ,     and     through Butler-Volmer eq.,jLi φs φe

cse[kmol/m3]

cse ce

where, overpotential                                 
and exchange current                                                                    .

open circuit potential
(material-dependent)

‣electric potentials     and     are determined by electric equilibrium across layers.

‣Li concentration in electrolyte      is determined by diffusion and migration.

‣Li concentration at solid surface       is determined by diffusion in solid particles

φs φe

ce

cse

T
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2. Modeling of Electrodes in Li-ion cell
✦Continuum approximation

porous structure
Cu

anode
electrode separator cathode

electrode Al

φe, ce φsφs

solid particle
+

electrolyte
+

porous matrix
+

conductive filler

electrolyte
+

porous matrix

solid particle
+

electrolyte
+

porous matrix
+

conductive filler

metal metal

metal layer: Only     is defined. φs

separator layer:      and     are defined. Li moves by diffusion and migration.φe ce

electrode layer:     ,    ,      and    are defined. Electrochemical reactions take place.ceφs φe

‣volume fraction of solid phase, liquid phase, porous matrix and conductive filler are
                and    , respectively.  �s, �e, �p �f �s + �e + �p + �f = 1

‣temperature     is defined on whole region.T

cse

φs, cse

φe, ce

φs, cse

φe, ce

Li+ 

e-
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2. Modeling of Electrodes in Li-ion cell
✦Governing equations

‣electric equilibrium in solid phase: 

governing equations are the same for all layers (only source terms are different) 

∇(σeff∇φs)− jLi = 0

‣electric equilibrium in electrolyte phase: 

∇(κeff∇φe) +∇(κeff
D ∇ ln ce) + jLi = 0

with σeff = �sσ

with κeff = �1.5
e κ

κeff
D =

2RTκeff

F
(tO+ − 1)

‣Li exchange in solid active particle: 
∂(�scs)

∂t
= −jLi      : average concentration in solid active particlecs

for spherical particle,  

‣diffusion and migration of Li in electrolyte: 
∂(�ece)

∂t
= ∇(Deff

e ∇ce) +
1− tO+

F
jLi

cse = cs −
lsejLi

DsasF
as = 3�s/rs

lse = rs/5

with Deff
e = �1.5

e De

: particle radiusrs

Ds

σ

κ

De

: electric conductivity of solid material

: electric conductivity of electrolyte

: Li diffusivity in solid material

: Li diffusivity in electrolyte
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2. Modeling of Electrodes in Li-ion cell
✦Governing equations

‣electric equilibrium in solid phase: 

governing equations are the same for all layers (only source terms are different) 

∇(σeff∇φs)− jLi = 0

‣electric equilibrium in electrolyte phase: 

∇(κeff∇φe) +∇(κeff
D ∇ ln ce) + jLi = 0

with σeff = �sσ

with κeff = �1.5
e κ

κeff
D =

2RTκeff

F
(tO+ − 1)

‣Li exchange in solid active particle: 
∂(�scs)

∂t
= −jLi      : average concentration in solid active particlecs

for spherical particle,  

‣diffusion and migration of Li in electrolyte: 
∂(�ece)

∂t
= ∇(Deff

e ∇ce) +
1− tO+

F
jLi

cse = cs −
lsejLi

DsasF
as = 3�s/rs

lse = rs/5

with Deff
e = �1.5

e De

: particle radiusrs

Ds

σ

κ

De

: electric conductivity of solid material

: electric conductivity of electrolyte

: Li diffusivity in solid material

: Li diffusivity in electrolyte
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2. Modeling of Electrodes in Li-ion cell
✦Reaction current and open-circuit potentials

jLi = asio

�
exp

�
αaF

RT
η

�
− exp

�
−αsF

RT
η

��

η = φs − φe − U(cse)

io = k(Ce)αa(cs,max − cse)αa(cse)αs

‣reaction current      depends on    ,    ,      and    , through Butler-Volmer eq.,jLi φs φe cse ce

where, overpotential                                 

and exchange current                                                                   .

•                                              : open-circuit potential ----- material dependentU = Uref + (T − Tref)
∂U

∂T

“electromotive 
force”

Uref ∂U/∂T

*fitting functions are available in W.B. Gu et.al. (1998) and V. Srinivasan et.al. (2003)
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2. Modeling of Electrodes in Li-ion cell
✦Temperature-dependent behavior

‣heat generation and thermal diffusion:

∂(ρCpT )
∂t

= ∇λ∇T + Q

Q = jLiη + σeff∇φs∇φs + κeff∇φe∇φe + κeff
D ∇ ln ce∇φeheat source:

•temperature dependence of material properties are taken into account by
  Arrhenius equation:

Φeff → Φeff
T = Φ exp

�
Eact,Φ

R

�
1

Tref
− 1

T

��

for Φ = σ,κ, io, Ds, De

Eact,Φ

Tref

: Activation energy of property Φ
: reference temperature

•Butler-Volmer equation and open-circuit potential depends on temperature

‣coupled behavior of 5 fields                           must be solvedφs,φe, cs, ce, T

‣especially, reaction current has non-linear (exponential) behavior
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2. Modeling of Electrodes in Li-ion cell
✦Boundary conditions

Cu
anode

electrode separator
cathode
electrode Al

‣no macroscopic diffusion of                    no boundary condition is needed for cs cs

φs,φe, cs, ce φs,φe, cs, ceφe, ce φsφs

T T T T T
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2. Modeling of Electrodes in Li-ion cell
✦Boundary conditions

Cu
anode

electrode separator
cathode
electrode Al

‣electrolyte is confined in cell, and no reaction at electrolyte-metal / casing interface          
φe, ce

φs,φe, cs, ce φs,φe, cs, ceφe, ce φsφs

T T T T T

zeroGradient on all boundaries for

zeroGradient

‣no macroscopic diffusion of                    no boundary condition is needed for cs cs

φe, ce
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2. Modeling of Electrodes in Li-ion cell
✦Boundary conditions

Cu
anode

electrode separator
cathode
electrode Al

φs,φe, cs, ce φs,φe, cs, ceφe, ce φsφs

T T T T T

‣current is extracted from collector fixedGradient on cathode tab,
fixedValue on anode tab, 
zeroGradient on other boundary for φs

fixedValue fixedGradient

zeroGradient

(depends on tab configurations
and discharging / charging scheme)

‣electrolyte is confined in cell, and no reaction at electrolyte-metal / casing interface          
φe, cezeroGradient on all boundaries for

‣no macroscopic diffusion of                    no boundary condition is needed for cs cs

φs
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2. Modeling of Electrodes in Li-ion cell
✦Boundary conditions

Cu
anode

electrode separator
cathode
electrode Al

φs,φe, cs, ce φs,φe, cs, ceφe, ce φsφs

T T T T T

‣various boundary conditions can be assumed for 
  (we assumed adiabatic boundary conditions)

T

‣current is extracted from corrector fixedGradient on cathode tab,
fixedValue on anode tab, 
zeroGradient on other boundary for φs

‣electrolyte is confined in cell, and no reaction at electrolyte-metal / casing interfaces          
φe, cezeroGradient on all boundaries for

‣no macroscopic diffusion of                    no boundary condition is needed for cs cs

T

combination of 
adiabatic (zeroGradient) / 
fixedValue/ 
fixed heat transfer coeff., etc..
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3. Implementation with OpenFOAM®
✦Use of block-coupled solver
‣strong coupling is necessary in order to solve non-linear system of coupled equations

‣whole region must be coupled (at least for          )φs,φe

fixedValue fixedGradient

zeroGradient

φs φsφs φs

φeφeφe

jLijLi

current continuity is satisfied by coupled behavior of     and     ,
with appropriate source term  

φs φe
jLi

‣block-coupled solver in OpenFOAM®-1.6-ext is used

‣region coupling is not available with block-coupled solver

•all equations are defined in whole region (dummy field for inactive region)

•for dummy field, equation is canceled-out by inserting trivial equation: Ix = 0

we used linearized equations: ∇(σeff∇φn+1
s )− jn

Li −
∂jn

Li

∂φs
(φn+1

s − φn
s )− ∂jn

Li

∂φe
(φn+1

e − φn
e ) = 0
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3. Implementation with OpenFOAM®
✦Coupling scheme

‣to the extent of our test, fully coupled scheme was unstable.

‣block-coupled              + segregated(φs,φe)

‣solve and relax block-coupled (φs,φe)

3-5 iterations
jLi‣relax 

‣solve and relax segregated

‣correct η, jLi

‣correct cse, i
eff
o , U

‣correct σeff ,κeff , Deff
s , Deff

e ,κeff
D , cse, i

eff
o , U

break if ∆cs < εcs ,∆ce < εce ,∆T < εT

break if ∆jLi < εj

runTime loop

cs, ce, T

cs, ce, T

‣solving appropriate source       is most importantjLi

‣initial condition: η = 0, jLi = 0,φs = U,φe = 0

10-20 iterations

10-20 iterations

δt ∼ (0.01− 0.001)×Qini,tot/I

(100-1000 steps to discharge)
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4. Test calculations
✦Simple cell
‣3D small cell model 

Cu
anode

electrode separator cathode
electrode Al

φe, ce φsφs

solid particle
+

electrolyte
+

porous matrix
+

conductive filler

electrolyte
+

porous matrix

solid particle
+

electrolyte
+

porous matrix
+

conductive filler

metal metal

φs, cse

φe, ce

φs, cse

φe, ce

100µm
×100µm

10µm 128µm 76µm 190µm 15µm

fixed
(ground)

φs
∂φs

∂n
fixed

‣we calculated fixed current discharge (1C, 2C, 3C)

* 1C discharge: 

‣mesh size: 33600 cells (cell size:                                   ) 

1.75mA/cm2

5µm× 5µm× 5µm

(the same as W.B. Gu et.al.)
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4. Test calculations
✦Simple cell
‣Properties (the same as W.B. Gu et.al.)
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*Properties are handled by an additional physical model library 



4. Test calculations
✦Simple cell

‣discharge curve

‣calculation around discharge limit requires careful treatment (future development)

‣calculation time: 7380 sec(3C)

‣block-coupled               requires about 500 iterations (CG + diagonal preconditioner) (φs,φe)
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4. Test calculations
✦Simple cell

‣distributions at 60% discharge

‣distributions are almost 1D
‣3D distribution appears in macro-scale simulations (～          cm scale)O(10)

jLi cse
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4. Test calculations
✦Simple cell
‣thickness-direction distributions (3C discharge)

φs φe

=
cse

cs,max

SOC ce
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4. Test calculations
✦Simple cell
‣thickness-direction distributions (3C discharge)

TjLi

shift of reaction peak
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4. Test calculations
✦Simple cell
‣comparison to earlier work (W.B. Gu et.al.)

jLi

=
cse

cs,max

SOC

*set-ups are slightly different (size of cell, 2D / 3D, etc)
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4. Test calculations
✦Towards more interesting cases (preliminary results)
‣2D stacked cell layers (         , 3-layers)

‣target: charge / temperature distribution in macro-scale parallel / serial connected cell stacks

5cm

Al collector

Cu collector

Anode
electrode

Separator

Anode
electrode

insulate

GND

3C
discharge

•10% discharge
jLi

=
cse

cs,max

SOC

*displayed by x30 in x-dir

‣current problem of our implementation: extremely high computational cost

*collectors are comb-shaped

‣block-coupled               requires about 20000 iterations! (1500-2000 sec/step)(φs,φe)

‣9000 rectangular cells (cell aspect ratio ~20)
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4. Test calculations

‣3D cell (                    ), opposite tabs5cm× 5cm

✦Towards more interesting cases (preliminary results)

*displayed by x100 in x-dir

GND

3C
discharge

•soon after beginning of discharge

jLi

anode cathode

‣target: 3D growth of charge distribution during charge-discharge cycles,
  possibly with cell degradation models (change of material properties, etc.)

‣block-coupled               requires about 30000 iterations! (2000-3000 sec/step)(φs,φe)

‣110000 hexahedra cells (cell aspect ratio ~20)
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5. Summary and discussions
‣Li-ion cell model is implemented

‣Coupled behavior of electrochemical processes and heat generation is solved using
  block-coupled solver in OpenFOAM®-1.6-ext

‣For small cells, our solver can simulate discharge process.

‣It also works for larger system, but currently requires large computational costs

‣In order to get non-trivial results, simulation of larger system is necessary.
 (3D commercial-sized cells with arbitrary configurations of tabs,
  stacked commercial-sized battery systems, 
  long charge-discharge cycles, etc...)

‣Coupled              requires large computational cost(φs,φe)

•improvement of matrix solver is needed? (or utilize another library?)

•coupling schemes should be reconsidered?

‣Commercial-sized cell simulation requires high-aspect ratio (about 10-100) cells

‣Also interested in model extensions 
  (example: original Newmanʼs model[T.F. Fuller et.al.], solve Li diffusion in particles)

*”commercial-sized cell”: 
O(10)cm×O(10)cm×O(100)µm
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